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In this lab you are using the Physics Aviary Speed of Sound in Air simulation: 

https://www.thephysicsaviary.com/Physics/Programs/Labs/SpeedOfSoundLab/ 

 

Introduction 

Do you remember seeing lightning in the sky before hearing thunder sound? 

What about when you looked at a firework display during the night, did you hear 

a firework shell exploding in the air before seeing the brilliant firework display or 

was it vice versa? 

Light travels faster than sound, so that explains why you see lightning before you 

hear the associated thunder sound and why you see the colorful firework display 

before you hear the exploding firework shell. The speed of sound in air varies 

slightly with density/temperature of air through which sound is travelling. In this 

experiment we will examine the speed of sound in air in one climate and how the 

speed of sound in air can change for varying climatic conditions. 

Please use your headphones now, if you do not have headphones, then adjust the 

volume on your computer speaker upon hearing the sample explosion in the 

procedure below. 

 

Procedure 

Open hyperlink: 

https://www.thephysicsaviary.com/Physics/Programs/Labs/SpeedOfSoundLab/  

There are some instructions onscreen which are supplemented by the following 

procedural steps. 

 

https://www.thephysicsaviary.com/Physics/Programs/Labs/SpeedOfSoundLab/
https://www.thephysicsaviary.com/Physics/Programs/Labs/SpeedOfSoundLab/
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PART I – Exploring Speed of Sound in Hot Desert Air  

1. Click on ‘Begin’, you will hear sound of sample explosion. Part I explores 

speed of sound in hot desert by detonating a charge at varying distances 

from your location. In Fig. 1 below, the ‘Move’ button is clicked to change 

location of the explosive charge. The ‘Explosive Charge’ is represented by 

the small dark circle/dot located at 4.2 km from your position in Fig. 1 

below (distance is measured from front of explosive charge to your 

position). In Fig. 1, your position is represented by ‘X’ at bottom center in 

the pink ‘Safety Zone - No Explosives’. To start experiment, move explosive 

charge to 500m point, the closest it can be to you. 

Figure 1: Simulation Screen - Move and Start buttons 

 

 

2. Click ‘Start’. Screen as shown in Fig. 2 below, will appear. Click on 

‘Environment’ to change climate conditions to’ Hot Desert’. Click on 

‘Placement’ to return to screen in Fig. 1 so you can change distance to 

explosive charge as needed. 
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Figure 2: Simulation Start Screen – Environment and Placement 

 

3. To begin a run of your experiment, push down on the detonator handle (in 

lower left corner of screen) and time how long it takes sound to arrive at your 

location. Press ‘Stop’ when explosion sound is heard, this will stop millisecond 

timer clock. Press ‘Reset’ to reset simulation using same distance. Do this for a 

total of three trials and get average time, record data in Table 1 below. Repeat 

for seven different distances and record data in Table 1 below. 

     Table 1: Distance, Time for Hot Desert Location  

Location Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Avg Time Distance 

Hot Desert      
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4. Plot a graph with Average Time on the X-axis and Distance on the Y-axis. 

Determine the slope of this graph.  

What does the slope of this graph represent? 

 

PART II – Exploring Speed of Sound in Different Climates 

1. Click on ‘Placement’ and set your ‘Explosive Charge’ at a distance between 

3 km and 5km from your observation position. This distance will be fixed for 

Part II.  

2. Repeat step (3) from Part I. This time you are not changing distance, you 

are varying climate conditions using all available options: Hot Desert, Cool 

Desert and Frozen Tundra. Record your experimental data in Table 2 below. 

Table 2: Data for Time and Climate Conditions with Fixed Distance. 

Location (Temperature) Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Avg Time Distance 

Hot Desert (700 C)      

Cool Desert (320 C)      

Frozen Tundra (-580 C)      

 

3. Average daytime temperature of Lut Desert (example of Hot Desert) in Iran 

is 700 Celcius.  

Average (summer) daytime temperature of Mojave Desert (example of Cool 

Desert) in America is 320 Celcius.  

Average daytime temperature (month of June) of Antarctica (example of 

Frozen Tundra) is -580 Celcius. 

Use this information to plot a graph of Location (Temperature) on the Y-axis 

versus Average Time on the X-axis. 
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4. From the slope of this graph determine what effect an increase of air 

temperature has on the propagation speed of sound in air.  

5. Considering the result from question (4) above, if you were to repeat Part I 

of this experiment with climates for Cool Desert and Frozen Tundra 

respectively, would steepness of the slope of your graph for each of the 

three climates vary?  

List the slopes of Distance Vs. Average Time graphs for the three different 

climates used in this simulation experiment in order from steepest slope to 

least steep slope. 


